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ABSTRACT

We report here recent results concerning the 3 MeV Fusion Proton trajectories in the

"Tore-Supra" Tokamak. The orbit computations were made in a new and unusual manner

based on a topological equation which governs these trajectories. This method eludes both

the problem of computing precision and the need to follow a large number of particles along

their orbits: it allows to draw a topological map of trajectories, i.e. to find all possible

trajectory classes, without any numerical computation. It gives also the transitions occurring

between the various classes. The confinement of the proton orbits and the optimisation of

the detector location were studied under the same topological rules. The need to develop

this subject comes from the necessity to explain a large quantity of experimental data

recorded by a silicon detector system on Tore-Supra. Experimental analysis of the Charged

Fusion Products [CFP] is ensured by this unique detection system which allows to obtain

simultaneously energy and pitch-angle resolution.



I. THE PROBLEM OF FAST PARTICLE TRAJECTORIES

In Tokamaks, the knowledge of spatial and energetic distributions of the CFP orbits is still

an important topic, especially to predict alpha particle losses in future fusion reactors. The

aim of this paper is to present recent model developments done at Tore-Supra in this field.

A large quantity of experimental results were obtained with a silicon detector system1,

allowing the building of a data base2 concerning the 3 MeV proton behavior during all Tore-

Supra plasma heating scenarios. But the complexity of the interpretations asked for a new

way to compute the trajectories, in orde.r to find them easily and quickly.

Many authors6 have treated this problem with the purpose to study the plethora of

possible Tokamak trajectories, and to find the transitions between them. Unfortunately, until

now, these classifications are far from being complete and the transitions between the orbit

classes are not well known. This deficiency calls in question the method used to compute

the trajectories: usually, for building a map of the orbit classes in the Constants-of -Motion

space [COM space], a trajectory code is used to follow test particles under given

geometrical rules. But the success of such method is very sensitive to the computing

precision of the code and to the fineness of the grid used to scan the space. For example,

an exotic type of trajectory, which can appear only for some very peculiar values of the

initial parameters, has a big chance to remain hidden or to be included in another class. The

new topological approach tries to avoid both these problems:, .the orbit type is

unambiguously determined by the initial values of the particle parameters, or its related

COM co-ordinates. All possible classes of trajectories can be evidenced. Its main limitation

lies on the axial symmetry approximation, which implies that the Ripple effects could not be

taken into account.

II. THE TOPOLOGICAL FORMALISM.

In a previous paper3, we have proposed a new approach for solving the general problem

of Charged Particle Orbits in an axisymmetric toroidal configuration. As in most of the

literature, it is based upon the adiabatic assumptions: it uses the invariance of a few

characteristics of the particles, like energy or magnetic momentum, along the orbit. These

quantities are called "Constants of Motion". The choice of the COM's is capital to have the

most meaningful description. As reported by Rome and Peng7, the COM-space should

respect some basic conditions: to be unique, (i.e. a given point of the COM-space should

correspond to one and only one type of orbit) and to be well filled (i.e. a trajectory type

should result from a wide choice of the three constants of motion).

The usual choice of the enargy E, magnetic momentum n and toroidal momentum L

provides a rather empty and multi-sheeted COM space because of the uncertainty of the

sign of v,, in L. For this reason we have tried to evidence another COM-space, physically
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meaningful in the sense of Rome & Peng7. If the energy E is an exact invariant, we
approximate the two others to the first order in pll, where p is the Larmor radius and I the

characteristic length of the magnetic configuration.

The three usual invariants are related to the particle and plasma parameters by:

(1) E

(3)4

where m and q represent the particle mass and charge respectively, V|| and vx are the

parallel and perpendicular components of its velocity with respect to the magnetic field

direction, R and Z are its radial and vertical positions, and ^ p represents the vertical flux

enclosed in a toroidal loop lying at (R, Z). In an axisymmetric Tokamak the main component

of the magnetic field is the toroidal one, and its magnitude is given by Ampere's law, where

Bo represents its value at the center of the torus of radius Ro:

The effect of the poloidal component, and of the dia- or paramagnëtism of the plasma,

have been neglected as their values are less than one percent. Under this assumption, it is

possible to obtain the basic equation which governs the topological properties of the

trajectories:

This equation makes the balance between a normalized vertical fiux (pp = -4/
p/uo.lp.Ro

and a particle flux-like function, built with our three new COM's: cpn, Rn and plp. They are

called:

(6) the toroidal turning radius: R. = i " ' ^ ) ' , ^ ) , which represents the minimal accessible
m-v2

radius for the particle. Its value corresponds to the radial position where the parallel velocity

changes its sign. It is calculated with the initial values of the pitch-angle x and radial position
R of the particle: Rn = R-sin2%\

a•*¥ -L
(7) the inversion flux: ç>n = — — ° , which corresponds to the value of the

normalised flux at the point where the particle reaches its minimal accessible radius;
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(8) the poloidal Larmor radius: ( 2 z - m - v ^ \ = m-v

The a parameter points out the sign of VJJ relative to the plasma current direction; when a

takes the value 1 (-1), it means that the particle carries a positive (negative) current.

Obviously, the new COM co-ordinates are derived from the original set (E, \x, L), but in

contrast to the latter, they fit the Rome & Peng conditions. This equation remains valid for

any toroidal axisymmetric plasma, i.e. for any cpp(R, Z) particular shape.

The form of eq. (5) points out the possibility to represent it graphically, as shown in figure

1. The trajectory will be easily found by the intersection of the flux function, rather a

standard representation of the plasma equilibrium, and the hair-pin like particle function. In

this representation, each one of the three COM has a geometrical meaning:

i) the position of the hairpin tip along R represents the toroidal turning radius Rn;

ii) the height of the hairpin tip compared to the reference level, is the image of cpn. These

two values give the relative position of q>p and cp^;

iii) the poloidal Larmor radius of the particle normalized to the small plasma radius (plp/a)

is a measure of the two hairpin branch opening: <a = 2 • Arctg ^'y ] . If the particle

energy increases or the plasma current decreases, the hairpin aperture becomes more

important.

The upper hairpin branch represents the co-going trajectories (o=1) and the lower branch

the counter-going ones.

It must be underlined that the behavior of the particle trajectory is well modeled by the

intersection of the two above-mentioned functions. The relative position of <pp and cp^ and

their geometrical shapes offer in a radius-flux plane a graphical tool for studying all the

possible trajectories. This (R, cp) representation will thus allow us to evidence the slightest

changes in the orbit topology, and then to study all the possible transitions between various

topologies.

In order to make a complete classification of the trajectories, one must define the

topological representation of a particle trajectory in the (R-cp) plane. For this purpose, we

introduce the notion of physically permitted region (PPR), represented by the shaded region

located in the (R-(p) plane (fig. 1). A trajectory is defined by any pair of neighboring

intersection points between (pp and (p^ which are joined by a hairpin segment located in this

physically permitted region. When a single intersection exists, its "brother" is situated at the

infinite. Two coupled points will define a closed trajectory and a single one an open

trajectory (the particles are lost at the infinite).

We will suppose in the following that the magnetic flux is symmetric with respect to Z = 0

(equatorial plane); this implies that all the trajectories are symmetric, and must therefore

cross this plane. The keystone of this method lies in the basic equation (5) for Z = 0 which
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allows to find the topological characteristics of all trajectories. To do this, we introduce a set

of so-called "selection parameters". The first one is the number of intersection points

between the two curves cppart and cp^ (NIP) in the (R-<p) plane and the second one is the sign

of the hairpin branch where these points lie (HBS). A more refined classification can take

into account a third parameter which point out the existence of a Vertical Turning Point

(VTP) in the trajectory. All the topologically and physically permitted combinations of these

"selection parameters" represent the exhaustive trajectory classification. Table I shows a

summary of the trajectory types, which have been given names that remind their form in the

(R, Z) plane.

The trajectories can be classified in two classes:

(a) the closed-type trajectories are defined by two finite intersection points;

(b) the open-type trajectories correspond to one single point (coupled to the infinite).

If the former class is important for studying the confined fusion products, the latter one is

interesting for the location of the particle losses on the wall.

Figures 2-4 allow to reveal the topological properties of each type of orbit.

The class of closed trajectories is composed of two subclasses of orbits: the passing and

the toroidal turning trajectories. By definition, the passing trajectory subclass is represented

by a couple of intersection points (between cpp and (p^) which are situated on the same

hairpin branch. In figure 2, two kinds of passing trajectories are shown: the co-passing and

the counter-passing, with their points lying on the positive or negative branch respectively.

The subclass of toroidal turning trajectories (trapped) is characterized by a pair of

intersection points that are located separately,, along the positive and negative hairpin

branch. There are two kinds of toroidal turning trajectories: banana (VTP) and cardioid (no

VTP) orbits. All closed trajectories are combined with an open one.

The second class of trajectories is characterized by only one intersection point which is

coupled with the infinite. All these orbits have in the outer region an asymptotic behavior

toward a constant value, which corresponds to the point (A) where the (p^ function

exceeds the maximum magnetic flux. The class of open trajectories may be decomposed in

several subclasses as a function of the sign of the hairpin branch where the intersection

point is located and of the presence of a vertical turning point. The two most important

trajectories are depicted in the figure 4: hyperbola and fish.

Before ending this exhaustive classification of trajectories, some important observations

must be made:

- firstly, using such a method, we get a one-to-one mapping relation between the COM-

space (%, Rn, plp) and the real trajectory one (R, Z, E). It allows to find the most general

orbit classification without any trajectory computation. The three COM parameters which

characterize each particle, define unambiguously the type of the trajectory;

- secondly, we are sure to have detected all possible topologies; atypical trajectories like

beans or kidneys found by other authors9 are included in either the passing or cardioid type.
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This new formalism allows an easy detection of all the trajectories, even if they occupy only

a very small volume in the COM-space.

- thirdly, we have evidenced the open-class trajectories which are usually forgotten

despite their importance for the particle losses in the walls.

We could have divided some of the classes into sub-classes by introducing additional

selection criteria, as the relative position of the magnetic axis and the intersection points l r

l5, which has been considered by several authors9.

111. TRANSITIONS'BETWEEN TRAJECTORY CLASSES.

One of the most important elements for the study of CFP confinement is the knowledge

of the transitions that can occur between the trajectory classes. The most notorious

example is represented by the X-point trajectory configuration. It represents the critical

transition between an open and a closed trajectory, which tend to merge into a single one.

The new graphical formalism is able to predict all possible changes in the orbit topology.

Each kind of transition is characterized by the relative evolution of the intersection points

between the q>p and tp^ function. The main transition class occurs with the merging of two

intersection points between cpp and <ppart function. Four types of transitions exist, depending

on the branch where the merging occurs and on the topology of the transitory double point:

stable (O-type) or unstable (X-type). The two X-type transitions are shown in fig. 5; they

correspond to the merging of intersection points from separated trajectories. On the

opposite, for the O-type, the two coupled points belong to the same trajectory. This X-type

is by far the most important for confinement studies, as it connects closed (i.e. confined)

and open (i.e. lost) trajectories.

With the knowledge of the transitions, it becomes possible to compute the existence area

of all trajectory types in the COM space, even if they exist only for very particular values of

the particle parameters. Usually, these kinds of exotic trajectories remain hidden for the

codes which compute the particle losses by different methods. As some of them are located

at the boundaries between the passing and trapped orbits, their importance is non-

negligible despite their scarcity. Thus a map of trajectory classes can be drawn, avoiding

the use of any trajectory computing code. Furthermore, there is no need to sweep the 3

COM-space co-ordinates to find the boundaries between all topologies.

To compute all possible transitions in the COM space, one must search the algebraic

limits concerning the two function cpp and cppar1:

- the O-type and X-type transitions are computed by searching the position where the

hairpin branches become tangent to the flux function q>p;

- the "passing to trapped" transition is modeled by a curve that is simply the ipp function,

whose analytical form is known;
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In the (Rn - <pn) plane, the configuration of the boundaries between the trajectory classes

changes significantly with the energy. For some values of the third parameter (plp/a), all

possible topologies are present; but for others, some of these classes may disappear. For

example the banana region becomes significant only for values (plp/a) < 1, i.e. for 3 MeV

protons and a plasma current larger than 1.5 MA.

The particle dynamics between these boundaries can be predicted if the time

dependence of the three COM co-ordinates is known. From eq. (6) the toroidal turning

radius Rn is completely determined by the v^ component; on the other hand, eq. (7) shows

.that the cpn COM depends on vn. Obviously, the third COM, plp, is linked to the particle total

velocity. Thus, if one knows the temporal evolution of the velocity components vj t) and

v(|(t), one is able to compute the particle dynamics in the vicinity of the boundary transitions.

It is very important to underline that the validity of the three invariants is respected only if

their time variations are much slower than the characteristic transit time of the trajectory. For

example, the classical slowing down of the fusion products gives a slow decrease of the two

invariants plp and <pn, while Rn is kept constant. This method remains valid as the energy lost

per transit time is of the order of 10 eV for 1 MeV particles.

The X-type transition class has allowed the understanding of experimental observations

made on Tore-Supra on 3 MeV protons. Here, the experimental analysis of thermonuclear

protons is ensured by a silicon detector system located in the vicinity of the plasma.

Composed of 16 active strips behind a central collimator, it allows to obtain simultaneously

energy and pitch-angle resolution: 100 keV and 3 degrees respectively.

Figure 6 shows a typical energy spectrum and a typical pitch-angle distribution for the

protons during an Ohmic discharge. Usual energy spectra exhibit an unique, thermonuclear

peak at 2.7 MeV (300 keV are lost in the collimator window) with a small broadening of

about 150 keV (partly due to the Doppler effect). The extent of the pitch-angle distribution

can be related to the radial distribution of proton births. One can remark that the shape of

the pitch-angle distribution is not symmetric. The slope break is related to the X-point

transition between open and closed trajectories: the weak slope (left hand side)

corresponds to the banana topology, while the steep slope (right hand side) corresponds to

the hyperbola+passing topology.

Recently, an additional deconfinement process has been evidenced on Tore-Supra4,

during current drive experiments with several megawatts of lower hybrid (3.7 GHz). Protons

with a different energy than the usual 3 MeV have been observed on the detector spectra,

with a peak structure (see fig. 7). The most striking feature of these peaks comes from the

fact that their positions depend mainly on the plasma current and its profile, and not on the

wave power as expected from the already known Landau damping. The width of the pitch-

angle distribution is of the same order of magnitude as the detector system resolution,

indicating that all the additional protons are mainly observed at a single pitch-angle, close to

the one corresponding to the X-point transition.
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The two experimental observations (figs. 6 and 8) performed on Tore-Supra, underlined

the significance of the X-point trajectory transition, and justify the effort done to understand

the transitions that may occur between different types of trajectory.

IV. CONFINEMENT OF TRAJECTORIES IN THE PLASMA REGION.

In order to draw a realistic COM map of the trajectory types, the spatial birth profile for

the 3 MeV protons must be taken into account. As these particles are created by fusion

reactions, their radial production profile is related to the density and ionic temperature; the

poloidal birth profile is uniform. For a typical Ohmic plasma, one can suppose an isotropic

distribution in the velocity space, which is expressed by a sinusoidal distribution in pitch-

angle. The convolution of these three one-dimensional profiles give the COM-space birth

profile of the 3 MeV protons. With the aid of the topological formalism , it is easy to obtain a

one-to-one relation between the COM values and the trajectory types. Thus, one can fill the

COM space according to the actual particle birth profile. An example of this kind of

simulation with 105 protons is shown in figure 8 (it must be underlined that the computing of

this map takes only a few minutes on a microcomputer, as no trajectories need to be

followed).

This map depicts the probability occurrence for each type of trajectory and its location in

the COM space. For the confinement study, the most important classes are the passing (co-

and counter-) and the trapped ones. The radial and pitch-angle distributions are drawn for

each of these types.

An additional criterion was added to take into account the effect of the inner and outer

plasma limiters. The closed trajectories are divided into two categories, depending on their

intersection (or not) with the plasma limiters. They are separated in the COM space by a

two-dimensional surface plp(Rn,<pn), which expresses the critical value of the poloidal Larmor

radius of the most energetic particles confined within the plasma limiters.

The limiters influence on the trajectory confinement is shown in fig. 8; the left column

represents the confined trajectories and the right one depicts the trajectories that are

intercepted by the limiters. The cut-off imposed by the limiters in the (Rn-<pn) map can be

easily computed, its value is:

PIP K

where RL is the inboard (RlL) or outboard (R0L) limiter radius, used for a = -1 or +1

respectively. The confinement rate for each species has been plotted on figure 9.
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V. THE ACCESSIBLE WINDOW FOR THE DETECTOR SYSTEM.

The formalism can be used to compute the visible region for the particle detection

system. The main goal is to reconstruct the trajectory of a particle which is captured by the

detector, to try to find the region from where the particles are coming.

The three COM of a detected particle can be obtained, with its measured energy and

pitch-angle, and the flux function at the detector location: these three values allow to define

the hair-pin function, which can then be intersected with the flux function to show the

traject&ry. In order to plot its usual (R-Z) representation, it is only necessary to compute the

intersection between the hairpin and some Z = cte curve levels of the <pp surface (see fig.

10).

One can also represent the detector line-of-sight in a (Rn - q>n) plane (figure 11). Each

strip on the silicon chip is plotted as a small dot. This plot can be superposed to the COM-

space filling from figure 8, to estimate the incident flux in the detector. On the other hand,

by fitting experimental data, it is possible to reconstruct the proton source in the plasma, i.e.

the ionic temperature profile.

VI. CONCLUSIONS.

This paper has presented several applications of a new formalism created for computing

and classifying easily the various trajectories of very energetic particles in an axisymmetric

toroidal configuration. It makes use of the flux function, a quite standard parameter in

equilibrium calculations8, and of three constants-of-motion to characterize the particle. It is

specially well suited for the study of MeV fusion products in relation with their detection, and

multi-MeV runaway electrons5, which might cause heavy damages in the vessel

components of to large Tokamaks. Its main limitation lies in its inability to take ripple effects

into account, due to their non-axisymmetry.

In this paper, a full family of open trajectories, with great importance for particle losses on

the walls, have been evidenced. The transitions occurring between all the trajectory classes

have been discussed and the significance of the X-type has been underlined, in connection

with experimental observations. A map of trajectory types was drawn in the COM space

without any trajectory computation. The confinement of 3 MeV proton orbits and the

optimisation of the detector location were studied under the same topological rules.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1: Graphical representation of the basic equation. ;

Fig. 2: The co-passing and counter-passing trajectories.

Fig. 3: The Banana trajectory.

Fig. 4: The open trajectories: Fish and Hyperbola.

Fig. 5: An example oftheX-type transition.

Fig. 6: Typical energy spectrum (b) and flux distribution (a) during an Ohmicai discharge.

Fig. 7: Experimental proton spectrum during LHCD.

Fig. 8: COM Map for the 3 MeV proton trajectories.

Fig. 9: Confinement rate for each type of trajectory.

Fig. 10: Computing principle for the detector line-of-sight.

Fig. 11: Detector line-of-sight in the COM space.
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TABLE I: TOPOLOGY OF TRAJECTORIES

NIP

1

3

5

HBSfà
+

+++

++-

+_

VTP(b>,

N+/N-

Y+/N-

N+/N-

N+/Y-

N+/N-

N+/N-

Y+/N-

N+/N-

N+/N-

Trajectory's name

Hyperbola

Fish

Hyperbola + Co-Passing

Hyperbola + Banana

Hyperbola + Cardioid

Hyperbola + Counter-Passing

Fish + Counter-Passing

Hyperbola

Counter-Passing

Co-Passing

Hyperbola

Counter-Passing

Cardioid

Nb

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

(a)Each (+) or (-) sign corresponds to a point lying on the positive or

negative branch of the hairpin curve, respectively.

(b)(Y) or (N) denotes the presence or the missing of a vertical turning

point in the positive (+) or negative (-) s region.
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